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MONDAY, OCTOBER 22 [OAD 10/22/2012] – Marie Osmond sits down with Olympic gold medalist Kristi
Yamaguchi [YA-MA-GOO-CHEE] to talk about winning “Dancing With The Stars.” Kristi talks life after ice
skating including her secrets for a successful marriage and the launching of her new active wear clothing
line. Next, Marie welcomes Fashion Guy Lawrence Zarian who shows her how to take any wardrobe
from summer to fall. “Cougar Town’s” Carolyn Hennesy stops by to chat about her new role as a
vampire in “True Blood” and how she’s gotten used to wearing fangs. Plus, Carolyn shares her love for
trapeze performance.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23 [OAD 10/23/2012] – Marie Osmond chats with Kristoff St. John about becoming
one of the hottest men in Daytime on “The Young and the Restless.” Kristoff also shares how his life has
changed over the years, especially since becoming a father. Lisa Adams, host of “Million Dollar Closets,”
shows Marie how to get a designer closet look for a bargain price. Lisa’s tips include inexpensive
versions of upscale products, like crystal knobs, that look just as great as their designer counterparts.
Next, Marie welcomes Hillary Fogelson [FO-GOAL-SON], a three-time cancer survivor, to discuss the
importance of sun exposure education. Diagnosed with melanoma cancer at just 22 years old, Hillary
shares her story of survival in the autobiography Pale Girl Speaks. Lastly, singer-songwriter Josh Doyle
talks about his second chance at a music career after winning the Guitar Center’s singer-songwriter
contest. Josh closes the show with a stellar performance of his new single.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24 [OAD 10/24/2012] – Marie Osmond chats with Abby Lee Miller of Lifetime’s
hit show “Dance Moms.” Abby discusses how she got involved in dancing and why she’s so tough on her
girls. Fitness expert Angela Parker and author of 90 Days to a Stronger Body & Deeper Connection with
Your Daughter reveals why mothers and daughters should exercise together and how it can be
beneficial to the whole family. Marie welcomes back Emmy® nominated travel expert Laura McKenzie
to discuss ways to make traveling easier, like knowing what you’re allowed to take on a plane. Lastly,
Marley Majcher (MAJOR) author of But Are You Making Any Money? stops by to lead a master class in
becoming an entrepreneur. Marley offers steps to follow when thinking about starting your own small
business including a plan of action and the creation of a support system.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25 [OAD 10/25/2012] – Marie chats with funnyman and star of Showtime’s
“Weeds” Kevin Nealon on what it’s been like working with some of the top comedians. Kevin discusses
his plans for the future now that “Weeds” has ended and even performs two songs with his banjo. Next,
the Toolbelt Diva Norma Vally shows chicks how to fix with simple home repairs…no man required! The
author of Chix Can Fix, Norma also offers her advice on the five must-have tools for every woman.
Lastly, Marie welcomes two inspirational women, Angela Rockwood and Auti (AU-TEE) Angel, stars of
Sundance Channel’s “Push Girls.” Angela and Auti share their stories of triumphing over tragedy and
their philosophy to push through whatever life throws their way. The women also talk about the
awareness they hope “Push Girls” provides regarding the quadriplegic and paraplegic world.
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26 [OAD 10/26/2012] – Marie Osmond welcomes original Scream Queen Jamie Lee
Curtis to chat about her time filming the iconic movie “Halloween” and what it was like filming
“Halloween H20” with her mother, legendary actress Janet Leigh. As the author of 10 children’s books,
Jamie also discusses her newest book My Brave Year of Firsts: Tries, Sighs and High Fives and the
message she hopes it sends to kids. Next, Marie and craft expert and costume designer Sonya Nimri
create do-it-yourself costumes for the whole family, like King-Kong and a fortune cookie. Hollywood set
decorator, Stacy Nelson stops by to show Marie inexpensive ways to decorate your home for Halloween
using things you already own, like Christmas lights and makeup. Lastly, Marie and DIY’s “Weekend
Entertaining” host, chef and designer, Jeanne Benedict demonstrates some heart-stopping ideas for the
perfect Halloween party.
“Marie” is a one-hour weekday talk show hosted by international superstar Marie Osmond. The
program airs MONDAY-FRIDAY (12 Noon-1 p.m. ET/PT) on Hallmark Channel. An encore presentation of
a past episode airs MONDAY-FRIDAY (9a.m.-10a.m. ET/PT).
Jim Romanovich, David Martin and Kari Sagin are executive producers of “Marie.”
“Marie” is broadcast in 1080i, Hallmark Channel’s selected HD Format. This program carries a TV-G
parental guideline.
For more information on “Marie” please visit HallmarkChannel.com/Marie.
Photography and video available at www.hallmarkchannelpress.com
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